Figure 14. Frequency response of the four filter modes with low Q.

Figure 15. Frequency response of the four filter modes with high Q.
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Figure 16. Voltage-controlled filter schematic. (Chamberlin 1987)
The 3080 op-amps are transconductance op-amps. The output of these op-amps is
proportional to the current flowing into their transconductance inputs (the terminal
connected to the 24k! resistor in fig 16). By putting a control voltage onto this input
through a resistor the cutoff frequency and quality factor of the filter can be
controlled.

Figure 17 . Q control for voltage-controlled filter.
The cutoff frequency control voltage is processed in the same way.
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Voltage Controlled Amplifier
This module is the most simple of all the modules to implement. It will normally be
controlled by an Envelope generator so that sound is only heard when a key is
pressed. A second control input allows for a tremolo effect or amplitude modulation
to be produced as well.

Figure 18. Voltage-controlled amplifier schematic. (Chamberlin, 1987)
The first op-amp and transistor are configured to force current into the
transconductance input of the 3080 transconductance op-amp. The final op-amp
converts the current output of the 3080 into a voltage.
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Keyboard Control Module.
They keyboard must interface with at least two different modules. The oscillators
must be told which key has been struck so they can produce the correct pitch, and the
envelope generators must be told that a key has been pressed and subsequently that it
has been released. An old keyboard was modified to send the correct voltages to these
modules.
Pitch
This keyboard was intended to be read digitally using a switching matrix to determine
which keys are down. This method requires a digital controller to constantly send
messages to all of the keys many times per second. This synthesiser, however, is
intended to be monophonic and entirely analogue. In order to determine which key is
being pressed in an analogue manner a series of precise resistors (0.1% tolerance)
were placed across the keyboard and a current was passed through them in series.
Each key has a switch underneath it which taps into the voltage along the line of
resistors and hence the whole length of the keyboard is divided into linearly
increasing steps of voltages. A thirty-four key keyboard was used. Given that 1 Volt
per octave is required and that there are twelve keys in an octave the range of the
keyboard is 2.8333V with a step of 83.33mV between each key.
By using a fixed current source to drive the string of resistors it is ensured that if two
keys are pressed the lowest key will determine the pitch. Without this constant current
multiple keys being pressed at the same time would lead to erratic voltages being
produced which would be below the voltage which should be selected by either key.
This addition is intended to eliminate ‘out of tune’ notes being created if two
neighboring keys are accidentally played together momentarily, as can happen when
playing quickly.
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Figure 19. Keyboard voltage. This circuit will output the correct voltage for each
key as long as it is being held down.
An extra resistor is placed below the lowest note so that the lowest note produces a
voltage greater than 0V. This is necessary to produce the gate voltage when the lowest
key is pressed.

Gate.
An op-amp configured as a comparator is used to create the gate voltage. A reference
voltage of 0.06V is created using a potentiometer mounted on the circuit board. Any
key being pressed will produce a voltage of 0.0833V or higher which will cause the
op-amp to output its saturation voltage. This circuit will feed to gate input of the
envelope generators.
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Figure 20. Gate comparator.
Trigger.
The following circuit converts the gate signal into a brief positive pulse by charging a
small capacitor. This is essentially a comparator that only works while the capacitor is
charging. The value of the capacitor , 0.47µF was chosen to give a 100ms pulse.

Figure 21. Gate to pulse converter.
The output of the trigger is normally negative and gives a 100ms positive pulse when
a key is pressed. In fact the envelope generators require the opposite, so an inverting
amplifier is added. This opamp is powered of +Vcc and ground rather than +Vcc and
–Vcc because the trigger inputs of the envelope generators require a pulse that drops
only to ground.
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Sample and Hold
In order for the oscillators to sustain notes after a key has been released there must be
a sample and hold circuit which holds the voltage of a key until the next one is
pressed. This is required, for example, if the envelope generator that is controlling
amplitude and has a long release time. Once the key is released, Vk will return to 0V,
which would lead to the note being held changing to the note a semitone below the
lowest note of the keyboard. The circuit is simply a capacitor between two buffers.
The voltage to be held is put onto the capacitor through a CMOS switch which is
opened momentarily using the uninverted trigger pulse, so by the time Vk returns to
0V the capacitor is o longer connected to Vk. Hence the last note played is remember
until the next trigger pulse is sent. The voltage on the capacitor is passed on to be
used as a control voltage for the oscillators via an op-amp buffer which stops the
capacitor from discharging.

Figure 22. Sample and hold.
Some voltage will leak out of the capacitor over a short space of time so a capacitor
with low leakage is required. It must also have a low value of capacitance so it can
change value quickly, within the 100ms that the switch is open. The Offset Null of the
second op-amp buffer was adjusted to minimize any current flowing in or out of its
input. This helps to keep the voltage held on the capacitor constant.
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Results.
Low Frequency Oscillator
The range of frequencies available is 0.5Hz to 20Hz. Even lower frequencies would
be possible using a larger variable resistor, but the shape of the sine wave becomes
distorted below 0.5Hz..

Figure 23. Low Frequency Oscillator front panel.
Limitations
A voltage control input could be added to the circuit which would allow another
voltage to modulate the frequency of oscillation. This would be modulating the
modulator since this module is intended to be a modulator itself. This feature was not
deemed necessary. This module is intended to create a constant rhythmic effect which
could determine the tempo of a performance.
Wave-shaper circuits could be placed after the output to convert the sine wave to
other shapes. A comparator would generate a square wave which could be passed
through an integrator to generate a triangle wave. Inverting half of the triangle wave
would produce a sawtooth wave and other circuits could rectify and otherwise morph
the output. Only a sine wave was desired because the voltage-controlled oscillators
are capable of producing the aforementioned wave shapes. This module was included
specifically to allow sine wave modulation as this is the smoothest modulation which
is useful for natural sounding vibrato and tremolo effects.
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Voltage Controlled Oscillators
Two Voltage Controlled Oscillators were built. Each has two inputs and four outputs
one has seven controls and the other has six.

Figure 24. The front panels of the Voltage Controlled Oscillators.
Explanation of Controls:
Mod 2 determines the amount of modulation coming from the second control voltage
input. The first input is at a fixed value as it is designed to receive voltage from the
keyboard.
Octave is a eight position switch which increases the control voltage in 1V
increments.
Semitone is a twelve-position switch which increases the control voltage in 83.3mV
steps. This can be used to tune one oscillator to a specific musical interval above the
other oscillator. This control is only present on one of the oscillators. The connector
to send power to the keyboard is placed here instead on the second oscillator.
Tune is used to tunes the oscillator over the entire audible spectrum.
Fine Tune is used to tune the oscillator over a one octave range.
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Figure 33. Harmonics of the heart monitor wave.
I have termed this the heart monitor wave because of its resemblance to a heartbeat
displayed on an Electrocardiogram machine, is half of a sawtooth wave and half
silence. Kit contains odd and even harmonics but gives a more hollow timbre than the
sawtooth wave.
Frequency response.

Figure 34. The linear response of the Voltage Controlled Oscillator on it’s own.
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Figure 35. The exponential response of the Exponential Converter.
The lowest frequency output possible is less than 1Hz.
The highest frequency output possible is 11kHz.
The exponential converter is imperfect and only holds its tune properly over about 3
octaves before it must be retuned. This is due to the resistance and leakage current of
the converting transistor. It would be possible to extend the exponential range of the
converter by sending a small amount of the output current back to the base of the
converter transistor through a resistor. This would make the high frequencies slightly
higher while leaving the lower frequencies relatively unchanged. This is effectively
‘bending’ the exponential curve into shape at the top to get a few more octave of
usable range. The oscillator can however be set such that it plays in tune over at least
the full range of the keyboard (thirty four notes) so its frequency response is
acceptable.
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Microtonal scales.
By lower the Range control a microtonal scale can be produced which plays as octave
over more than thirteen notes. By increasing the Range control scales with fewer than
thirteen notes can be produced.
The ability to create new scales is very exciting and could lead to many new
compositional opportunities and hitherto unheard melodies. Polyphonic playability of
these new scales would produce very interesting chords but would require multiple
oscillators and digital control to assign different keys to different oscillators. For now,
arpeggios give a glimpse of what would be possible with digital control.

Keyboard
There are some limitations to the keyboard. Due to resistance in series with the
switchs the voltage which is selected by the key which is pressed is not always as
desired and can depend on how hard the key is pressed. This is due to the type of
switches that are in the keyboard being designed to pass digital signals rather than
analogue voltages. For digital control only high or low voltages are sent so the system
is less susceptible to interference. The resistance inherent in the switches means that
they do not respond perfectly to analogue voltages and hence the precise
determination of voltage which is required is not always acomplished.
The sample and hold circuit is flawed because the amount of voltage which leaks out
of the capacitor is proportional to the voltage it holds. Hence the value of components
in the circuit is a compromise. It does not hold voltages as percisly at the extremes of
the range of the keyboard (0V and 2.916V) as it does in the middle of the range.
Playing a low key followed by a high key means that the charge on the capacitor must
change by a large amount and sometimes it does not have time to reach the new value.
A longer trigger pulse would give the capacitor more time to charge but notes that are
held for less time than the length of the pulse will not be in tune. A lower value of
capacitance would compensate for this but generally smaller capacitors will leak more
voltage and so not hold their charge for as long.
A digitally controlled keyboard would solve all of these problems as well as allow for
polyphony given enough oscillators. Implementation of midi to control voltages could
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be accomplished using PureData or Max/MSP and an arduino micro controller could
send the necessary control voltages. This would allow any midi compatible keyboard
to be used to control the synthesiser more accurately than the analogue keyboard
does.
Interference
It was found that although all of the modules functioned as expected when tested on
their own, as they were connected together for further testing problems arose.
The Oscillators do not function entirely independently form each other even though
they are not connected in any way other than via the power supply. When they are set
to frequencies which are farther apart than about five octaves, the controls for one can
affect the frequency of the other. This is due to the change in current drawn from the
power supply as well as due to the proximity of the circuit boards and controls. In
order to eliminate this problem a better regulated power supply and some shielding of
the circuits is recommended. Using shielded cables between the circuit boards and the
potentiometers as well as an op-amp buffer for each control voltage would be
desirable.
Strange sorts of modulation arise from the interference between the two oscillators. A
sort of bubbling sound can be created as well as unpredictable frequency modulation.
While these effects were not intended to occur they do create interesting sounds and
can be controlled artistically. Cleaning the potentiometers and making sure that there
were no bad solder connections on the circuit boards or potentiometers reduced these
effects to an acceptable level.
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Envelope Generators.

Figure 36. Envelope Generator front panel.

Figure 37. The exponential Envelope generated by the Envelope generator
modules.
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Attack, decay and release can be varied from 100ms up to around 5 seconds. The
sustain control can produce and amplitude between zero and the maximum of the
attack (around 3V).
Voltage Controlled Amplifier.

Figure 38. Voltage-controlled amplifier front panel.
The Mod1 and Mod2 controls determine the amount of modulation accepted from
CV inputs 1 and 2 respectively. The zero control determines the volume with no CV
input connected.
Voltage Controlled Filter

Figure 39. Voltage-Controlled Filter front panel.
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Mixer
A simple 2 channel mixer was added so that the two oscillator could be mixed
together.

Figure 40. two-channel mixer front panel.
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Sound Samples.
The following sound samples are included on a CD to give an idea of how the
instrument sounds and what it can do:
1) Square wave.
2) Triangle wave.
3) Sawtooth wave.
4) Heart Monitor wave.
5) Interference effects between oscillators.
6) Filter + LFO (Low Pass).
7) Filter + LFO (Band Pass).
8) Filter + LFO (Notch).
9) Filter + LFO (High Pass).
11) Frequency Modulation via LFO.
12) Frequency Modulation via VCO.
13) Oscillator frequency modulating itself. (Pitch increases)
14) Amplitude Modulation via LFO.
15) Amplitude Modulation via VCO.
16) Oscillator amplitude modulating itself. (Increase in higher harmonics)
17) Scale in tune.
18) Chromatic scale with range set high.
19) Chromatic scale with range set low.
20) Ten tone scale.
21) Envelope Generator producing Amplitude envelope.
22) Envelope Generator producing Frequency envelope.
23) Envelope Generator producing Cutoff Frequency envelop.
24) Two Oscillators playing together.
25) Two Oscillators in tune.
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Conclusion
The synthesiser has all the functionality which was expected. It is capable of
producing sounds via, frequency modulation, amplitude modulation, and additive
synthesis modes. The ability to change the type of scale being produced from the front
panel of the synthesiser is useful and creates some interesting musical scales. All
modules work well within the full musical range of pitches The Exponential Convert
modules must be retuned for every three-octave range so that the keyboard stays in
tune.

Patching
The advantage of using patch cables is that different modes of synthesis can be
selected. The disadvantage is that these patches can easily become confusing due to
the mess of cables. It was found that to create a new sound, it was necessary to unplug
all of the cables and start from scratch, otherwise one would loose track of where all
of the cables are going. This means that it can be time consuming to set up the
synthesiser. The act of patching the cables is however interesting for both the
performer and the audience.
A modular digital synthesiser could be created which would allow the user to patch
the basic modules together using real cables, this would require each modules to
output real voltages which would require a digital to analogue converter for each unit
and would thus increase the cost far above that of a digital synthesiser that created a
sound fully in the digital domain before being converted to an analogue signal using a
single DAC. A digital synthesiser that used pseudo patch cables, which carried no
analogue voltage but only digital messages, could be created. This would create a
synthesiser that had the feel of an analogue synth, but was actually implementing the
sound sculpting in the digital domain. This would be an interesting area of research
which could lead to a new type of synthesiser with the intimacy of a modular synth
and the low production cost of a soft synth.
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Through building this synthesiser I have learnt a huge amount about audio electronics.
I have already mentioned the advantages of analogue synthesisers over digital ones in
the introduction to this thesis, and now I have discovered some of the disadvantages. I
would encourage an electronic musician to build their own sound generating
machines as this gives a clearer view of how sounds are created. In order to create
sounds sensibly I believe it is important to understand exactly how the sound is
sculpted and what it comprises. Without this we don’t have a real purpose to the
sound or notion of what we are trying to convey trough the sound. In sound art this is
paramount. Using modern digital technology it is simple to create strange sounds
which give a sense of wonder, unsettlement or any other emotion to the listener. This
however does not show any skill on behalf of the artist. To create something really
relevant requires an intimate understanding of the sounds. This can not be
accomplished through presets or soft synths which are designed to give a particular
type of sound which has become popular in music production in one genre or another,
but can be accomplished through well thought out patching of this analogue
synthesiser. With it, a convincing musical performance can be created.
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Appendix B

Figure 41. The original exponential converter schematic. (Chamberlin, 1987)
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